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ABSTRACT The paper describe* »me experiments with a visual agnmia patient who

has bs: the ability co ptitetve subjective conwur*. The patient's interpretation* of simp e

examples of occlusion indicate that he fails to noilee monticulai ctcliuLori clues, as well.

The finding iupport the hypothesis tha; SU&Jectlve ranioilt* are constructions that account

for occluded figurts, m the absence of gbjective edges. The patients ab Lilly to petceive

contours by iterwpsis demonstrates that itereopsis independently gives rue to disparity

tmtoitn. Furthermore, ;he overall results strongly suggest '.hat the detects of occlusion is

modularised, ind that the mod u be for detecting monocular ocduwn dues is nut the w,rne as

Chat which provide! occlusion dues an the bails of stertOpSlJ.

Thii report deicnoes research done at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the

MasSMhUifitcj institute of Technology.



INTRODUCTION

Subjective contours ate ckarly tsmtr^iiony. An edge is perceived where no

contrast ii present. It is Ltttliltfly thai these contours are-merely artifacts that ani* from She

partial activation, of edge or line masiu [Kaniisa, 1576; Marr> 19^1 It has been iuggested

that iubjertive coniOUJJ arise during the interpretation of depth cues: "..A mbjtctioe ccnioiif

is limply ihf trfgt of a subjective plant, and ff itibjeztux plant ii a iwface whicA ought to be

present on tht basis af available depth tutt, hut is rdI exctpS in tAt mitid of tht ptrttivtr"

[Coren, LOTSl

Marr has. suggested, that subjective contours are constructed from groupings of

ptaa taluns. in figure 1, for example, the place tokens are the endpoihlB of the radial lines.

Points, blob*, and even small forms can act as place tokens in contributing towards

groupings,

Similar groupings can he *«n in dot patterns, In figure 2 groupings of dots, give

nie to concentric and radial pattern* Like subjective concurs, these patterns do not persist

under scrutiny.

The simitar lmpr«*ions given by subjective contours and groupings of dots

suggests that they are generated by a common grouping mechanism. However, unlike

Simple groupings, whether or not one perceives a subjective contour 11 apparently related to

ftgUTfgrawnd decisions. It is therefore useful to distinguish between the method by whitb

they are cmitratted,. and the criteria that leads to their ^rc^Jiutt. A visual agnosia patient

has provided some evidence of the; latter.



Figure I [after Marr, 1975], The grouping or place totem inro a curvilinear aggregation is

probably necessary to def^e the shape af a subject conraur, but more than grouping is

involved in let peremption. In this figure, the endpoints of the lines not only serve a* place

token! for grouping, but « weak evidence of tactution. as well. A compelling _/V^r,-^0U nri

interpretation Therefore takes the Central regj&n as a figure. wherejn |[ is ieeri to be brighter

and nearer than the radial lines which ir partially obscures, if however, one ignores ihe

occlusion clues and interpr«4 these line segments ai LndivLdu*l figures (in which case the

central region is ground) rhen the subjective comour is not perceived. The patient was

capable only of th* latter, two-dimensional interpretation as evidenced by his descriptions

over several trials.

Figure Z [after Glass £ Feiei, 19711 Given two topies of a random dot pattern. If one is.

rotated and superimposed on the other, then a concentric pattern results, A radial pattern

arises if cine scales rather than routes one of the patterns. Groupings imposed on random

dot inference patterns give rls* to perceptual effects that are similar ro subjective

contours; the illusion does npt penJit under scrutiny, and yet presents itself smwigly in non-

foveaj vision.
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EXPERIMENTS

A patient hai evidence of occlusion to [he left posterior cerebral artery which

caused infarction to (he left medial occipital legion, and suggestions of other disease to the

posterior hemispheres bilaterally. As a result, he has partial right heteronymous

hemianopsia^ visual agnosia, and amnesia. Relevant lo this discussion is that ht daei na set

su&jtm** CtMtaurs.

In spite of his agnosia, his ability to describe drawings is gcod r especially since he

ha* artistic s.kj1t and discusses drawings in term* of "shading", "form
-

and so forth.

Furthermore, he it alrrt, intelligent, and cooperative. Throughout these experiments, he

was unaware th-at his perception of subjective contours and occlusion was being

investigated. Rather, he believed that his visual acuity was being tested.

Two series of presentations were made. The first consisted of subjective contours

[see Kanizsa, 1976. pP 4*51; and Marr, 1975, p. 30] and random dot interference patterns [*«

Class & Perez, JStt3, p. 3G11 The second series consisted of computer generated stereograms

(see figures 7-10), Included as well were random dot stereograms [Julesi, 1973] of a disk and

a square. All stereogram were presented to (he patient as transparencies, using a Realist

stereo viewer.

The patient's amnesia allowed repeated testing *ith differing verbal approaches,

for rarely did he remember having seen a given figure, even if it had been presented only

minutes before.



RESULTS

Subjective contours

The initial series at presentations revealed that the patient perceived no edge

where one normally sets a subjective contour Various approaches were taken tw verify

this, and I am confident that no edge,, line, or boundary could be visualized by the patient,

even when it was suggested that a Mtin wash :" grey" had been applied to one side of the

contour, and thai he "should be able to see the contnst".

Iri figure J, for example, the terminations of the horizontal lines usually g]*e rise

dd subjective contourt Those terminations that Follow the sinusoid are especially effective

in suggesting an edge,, with illusive impressions oF contrail across, the edge. The patient

described the figure in constructive two-dimensjonal terms* indicating how the lines on the

leFt were apparently/ shiFted laterally; with respect to those on the right. While he noticed

that the boundary between them was curved, it was clear that he did not see any edge or

contrast effects; he described the curved boundary as being defined only by the way the

Jines terminated, and that between the endpolnti {along the curve) the brightness 'was the

sime a* elsewhere in the figure. No "illusive contrast" was seen.

.Nci iurprLSLr.^v l'w?r. f u t
-, form* ^finifiosEC c r

. subjective conMurJ w?ip never

seen by him. Examples of these are the Jvanijsa triangle (sec one side of the stereo pair in.

figure 9), rectangle (figure 5}, the disfc in Figure I, and the peat-shaped = Drm in Figure b.

The location of a iuhjeelivt/arm. could be understood only after Its vertices were laboriously

p Dinted out and its periphery vraced. Even then, it evidently could not be visualized, for it



would not appei r n*ar*r or brighter, ncr would it be seer, « occluding the bartground

forms.

Occlusion

Ai mentioned, the prestation of the Kaniua rriangle and rectangle showed that

coupled with not seeing the subjective formi. <h* patient failed at well to interpret the

surrounding patterns as partial!* eluded figures. For Sample, tl» fcanLm triangle

illustration was interpreted as three irregular bfcet forms and various line segments. When
asked to further describe the black form*, his d«cr]piion w« in terms of what was A,™,,,

presented, and not in terms of partly abjured disks. The tint segment were described

is three disjoint angles or corners (indited by gesticulation). He rejected the suggestion

th« ihEj mi£ht be the vertices of a triangle, foj- the sides were obviously incomplete This

fragmented global interpretation persisted during subsequent retrials with the Illustration

presented at varying distances from the patient. Similarly, the Kannta rectangle illustration

was consistently described as four stripes and four lines. His Failure to include occlusion in

his interpretations was explored further.

The patient's first impressions of figure 1 were as follows^

r lease describe what you see."

V a htank circle with tines going mt f it a , €qua[ lngt^ lh d f ^lint maktscnotAtTiargtrcircit" J

"Where's the SfliaiEeir circle?"

« it'i net a end*, tft pit thei nothing has been draw then?



This u an accurate description of figure I. of course. However one usually arrives at a

simplier interpretation a* well; rtiai of a white disk occluding the center of a radial pattern

of lines. At least, if this interpretation does not occur immediately, Lt can be perceived once

suggested. Yet the pa- Lent could not perceive the occlusion interpretation, even when it was

described in derail, Ir could be understood only after I demonstrated it repeatedly with a.

smalt disk dF paper on a h-nci-drahm radial pattern. ThJi interpretation seemed to come to

him a* a revelation,

Over several trials, figure i was interpreted consistently as two rectangles and a

square, and noi as a square partially occluding a rectangle, even when the latter

Interpretation was verbally suggested. The occlusion interpretation was demon strated, as

before, with two pieces of paper. After some efFort, he understood, how that interpretation

COLild apply to the line drawings Yet lattr. When asked to draw the Figure, although he tooi:

care to duplicate the aspect ratios of the three rectangles, the lines that correspond to

occluded edges were not made cnllm ear.

Further evidence of hli inability to perceive occasion am* in figure h wherein

he never interpreted the biack forms as partially obscured disks. Yet he was immediately

impressed by the pear-shaped central region. He did not consider it co be a jXgv,rt v

however, for Lt wai ftM Complete: its bwndnry w*J suggested only in places (where the

disks were occluded). Each such edge was noted as either being convex or concave (not his

words, rather he noted this by gesticulation) rt'aiiut io tkt block, firnu, and not to the pear-

shaped region. Therefore, it was evident tha> each edge was- not E-een as an occlusion edge,

but merely as part of the boundary of a black form, Globally, he interpreted figure 5 as an

arrangement of curiously shaped fOfftU. No Variation in this interpiecaticin came from



Figure 3 [after Marr, ]975l The ternunated tine; give rise to two vertical subjective

contours, and a sinusoidal subjective contour. The latter is especially effective in

suggesting an edge, if the figure is interpreted as one grid above another. The patient

described the figure only in terms of a twt>dln»en.jional arrangement of' grids,, and could see

no subjective contours.

Figure 4. This can be interpreted as a square partially occluding a rectangle, or as two

renangl«. abutting a square if one does not take the alignment and T-junctions as Evidence

far occlusion. The patient was capable only of the Latter, two-dimensional interpretation.

Figure & [from Kanitsa, lEtfS], Various occlusion clues give rise to the compelling

interpretation of a pear-shaped form in front of a collection of black disks. The patient

never tarne to this interpretation, nor did he see the subjective contour*.

Figure 6 [after Kaniisa, 19"7&1 Rather than see a transparent rectangle above black disks.

the patient described the figure in terms of grey and black forms, noting ho'* each pair of

forms together made a circular form. The grey-blaci boundaries were seen to partially

define the perimeter of a recta ngie, as weLI-
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varying1

his distance from the figure.

In figure 6, usually interpreted ja a rranslucen: r«ung1e hrmg over various-sired

black d nits, (he partially obscured (gnjy) portion nf each disk Was s«n as a separate figure

from [he black portion. Yet he noticed (hat the grey and black portion* together deFined

circular forms. More globally be noted that the grey-black boundaries partially defined ihe

perimeter of a reccing fe. Amaiingly, in {pate of his precise observations, he did not see the

translucent rectangle.

Random dot interference patterns

After the subjective contours, the dot pattern J were presented. The patient had

no dHTiuikjr in seeing the radial, spiral, and circular patterns. The "centers" of the radial

and circular patterns were noticed Lm mediately, followed by descriptions of the flow

pfldlent!. Gesticulation indicated his perception when the terminology (e.g.. Spiral") was not

recalled. Jn those cases where one usually sees a pattern, the patient did as well, and in

those where there was no global pattern, various local: groupings were noticed.

Th* Second series of experiment!

It was discovered that in the interim between the first and second series of these

experiments, the patient had been shown a large number of examples of simple figures

occluding other sLrnpk figures, He could now respond, for example: "that is a rectangle

above a triangle". However, there was strong evidence that this was only an Intellectual

achievement on the order of his nocking appendages cm either side of a Simple figure, and



determining the geometry Qf the occluded figure by counting the visible vertices: He failed

to notice i he iatk of smooth continuation when the two portions of ihe excluded figure were

actually shifted relative to each other. Also. If the occlusion was. considerable, or If the

occluded figure Wis not Simple, trim his description wai inaccurate.

Stereopsis

The patient's stereopsls was tested with t(vo random dot stereogram*. Both were

sucMSifully fu*ed
p
with the dJit and square seen as suspended in front of the background.

These stereograms were composed of blact squares (random dot density was 50 percent),

and the [CO by LOO matrix subtended the full field of the Stereo viewer. Given, this COtTK

dot pattern, if one were to foveate un the bonder* of the square and disV, they would

appear ragged and discontinuous in places, but would usually appear smooth and

continuous in non-foveal vlnon. However, the patient only saw them as ragged and

discontinuous.

The patent's stereopsis having been established, the stereogram versions of the

subjective diifc, square, and triangle (figures X S and S) were presented. They appeared to

the patient as If they were "cut out of white paper and suspended", The tdgts of th^se

Jlgum were rtflt as ikarp and distinct. Figure iO, after some difficult was Interpreted as a

rectangle suspended in front of diiki. Figures It and 12 are hii renditions of the

stereograms of figures 9 and 10.

The underlying forms in figures S and 9 were seen as occluded. For esample, in

figure S r
the background WIS described as a blacx cross, with horliontal add vertical Lines,



Figure 7. This is a stereogram version nf figure L, The rfUparity contour whJth defines the

perimeter of the dJiV. was perceived by the patient while the sub^-etive contour in figure 1

w« not. In stereo, the disk, appeared as if it were "cut out of paper and suspended". No

disk was seen in figure I.

Figure 8 [after Kan ill*, 197&1. This ll a stereogram version of the Kannsa rectangle. In

sharp contrast to the patient's inability to pmoen/e the conventional version, the patient

perceived the stereo subjective rectangle as having sharp edges, and as wcimliTig the

underlying form*.

Figure 9 [after Kaniua, 19761 The patient saw the stereo Kan Lisa triangle as suspended in

front of three disks and a line-drawn triangle. His interpretation oF the conventional

Version had been totally fragmented, "with no disks or triangles S«n.

Figure 10 [after Kanitsa, 14761 While in this stereogram version of the transparent

rectangle illustration the patient had difficulty in seeing the rectangle as being in front of

the disks, he did perceive the edges of the disk as distinct.

Figure 11. This » the patient's rendition of the figure 9 sterEogiam. The triangles were

drawn first, followed by the three disits. The background triangle was then emphasised,

with the saw-tooth arriFact of the ca7-ipu".cr-generated stereogram included.

Figure 12. The patient's rendition of the Figure [0 stereogram. The rectangle was drawn

first, with the disks plated liar.
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CONCLUSIONS

Subjective contours arises In pan, frcm ocelusiori clues

The results support the hypothesis thit subjective contour* art conations that

account for occluded f.gurei. In the absence of objective edges. Visual eviiteme thai a

figure Ls p^ally obscured g.ves rite to the need to "explain" the obscuration. The

patients inability to perceive subjective contours an be explained by hi* lability to notice

Matter ortiuian ri»«: If He were not to se* these clu«, he would have no need to

construct, the subjective contours.

The patient n« able to perceive grouping in dot proem, the sinusal

terminations of line* in figure * and the alignment of edges in figures 6 and \ The overall

shape of region* nuld be described, even when the region was net bounded by an

object,™ wntour. Theie curvilinear grouping* of various pU« trteiu may be the

pmttfHH tf fl**(*» a*'™. That H. *hen occlusion cannot be "explained" by an actual

edge cf ^me ocduding figure, then these griping* axe the next best evidence for an edge,

hence are visualised i; subjective mntauri.

Stereopsis independently fives ritt to contours

Evidently depth ordering by sttrapifl independently provides occlusion clues,

and these dues allowed the patient to interpret the stereograms ai Figures partially

occluding other figures. The distinctness with which the patient saw the contours in the

st^gta™ indicates that these rfbpriry «n« are not subjective contours: they are



Constructed on the bam of dif fercnt <lu :s.

Th, patent Jaw rh, bDund4riei tf [hs nndQni dfl[ stewjgram f
.guw ^^^

Thfr «.„»„ EhRt 0Ur tmdmc, [Q Mf Ju1bi figupB ^ Mv .

n£ imMh toundiriK^ ^
under scrutiny is probably attribute <D subjective content

The detection of (monocular) occlusion b modulated

The „ht pf EhE f t»[ ieries of prescnta[JOni ]ndicated [ha£ a nunit?er rf™r0CLlir
°rcLUil0n du«™ ™ ""*."* ** P«J«nr The* indud* line te™,.^

frith or without „i«Ofh oncinu^nfc Injunction*; con^vitie, in. or mutilation, to.

«h,rwi« M,veK (and nmplt) flpirBi ,nd ^^^ f
.

g^ ^ ^^^
contribute toward a CDn,m.n funaion: Ihe ^.^ rf^^ ^ ^.^ ^^ ^
0* fl«7 erf ihem juggeiti the putUnLty that a *,** module utiua these C |ue= to ™ vtde
occlusion inferm^n, which U. turn c^bnla toward, a ^ba] rIgu«-rnund
imerp^uorL. Furthermore. tb lS n»duk » probabir not the ume „ lha , whkh provide.

occlusion clu« on the basis of itereopsis.

«b»Wk*«n«Ht I Iflank Tedd jWfo, in^ueJn, me to D.R., the v liual agripsill

piuienr^ u Etman V.(ran, Ad[ninjKratlon Hojpl&L AiM _ Kej(h N . ^^^^^
Unman, ,nd Dr T«»ud Polsio fo, man, d,™,™, and especla].,., Dr. D.vid Mar* for

hi* lUKOTicu and insfcht. Tht* «** *u mu6a^M at the Ar[irkja[ IfttE]| ,gence
Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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